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Abstract

The increasing usage of Residual Number System (RNS)

in signal processing applications demands the development

of new and more adaptable RNS moduli sets and arithmetic

units. This paper presents a new adaptable moduli set ex-

tension for the traditional moduli set {2n + 1, 2n, 2n − 1}.

As it will be shown, this new moduli set extension ({2n +
1, 2n+k, 2n−1}) allows the balancing of the binary channel

(2n+k) in relation to the other two channels. Moreover, it

does not require the development of new addition and mul-

tiplication units, since it is possible to reuse the already de-

veloped and well studied units for these moduli operations.

1 The Traditional Moduli Set and the New
Proposed Extension

One of the drawbacks of the RNS usage is the need

to use non-binary arithmetic units that still have inferior

performances compared to the binary arithmetic architec-

tures [1, 2]. In order to compensate for this difference in

the data path of the non binary channels, the binary chan-

nel of the traditional moduli set {2n + 1, 2n, 2n − 1} can

be overloaded, resulting in the new moduli set extension

{2n + 1, 2n+k, 2n − 1} with 0 ≤ k ≤ n.

While with k = 0, one obtains in the traditional mod-

uli set, with k = n one obtains the maximum length for this

new moduli set extension, resulting in the {2n+1, 22n, 2n−
1} moduli set, for which the binary channel has the same

amount of bits as the others two channels combined. For

this particular case (k = n) the arithmetic units length be-

comes better adapted to the existing fast calculation archi-

tectures. Since Digital Signal Processor (DSP) has a dy-

namic range that is a power of two (2m), the dimension

of n for the traditional moduli set, in order to maintain an

approximate dynamic range, has to be n = � log2(2m)
3 � =

�m
3 �, which in the majority of the situations is neither an

integer number nor a power of two. In this new moduli set

(k = n), the dimension of n is given by n = �m
4 �. Thus,

when m is a power of two the division by another power of

two (4 = 22) is still a power of two, therefore allowing the

dimension of the arithmetic units to be optimized [3, 2, 4].

For a given RNS moduli set to be valid, it is required for

all the elements of the base to be co-prime [5, 6]. Conse-

quently the new 2n+k channel has to be a co-prime number

of 2n − 1 and 2n + 1. In order for two numbers to be rela-

tively prime the greatest common divisor (gcd) for all n and

k has to be the unitary value. The gcd for a pair of num-

bers (a,b), can be calculated by the Euclidian algorithm [7],

which can be described by the following recursive equation:

r1 =< a >b ; r2 =< b >r1 ; r3 =< r1 >r2 ; . . .

rk =< rk−2 >rk−1
; rk+1 =< rk−1 >rk

= 0

gcd(a, b) = rk. (1)

gcd(2n+k,2n − 1):

< 2n+k >2n−1=< 2n · 2k >2n−1=

=< 2k >2n−1 ; (2a)

In order to conclude this algorithm two cases have to be

considered depending on the value of k. In the first case,

when k = n:

< 2n >2n−1=< 1 >2n ; (3a)

< 2n >1= 0 (3b)

gcd(2n+n, 2n − 1) = 1. (3c)

When k < n, algorithm 2 can be concluded as:

< 2n − 1 >2k=< 2n−k · 2k − 1 >2k=

=< −1 >2k=< 2k − 1 >2k ; (4a)

< 2k >2k−1=< 1 >2k−1 ; (4b)

< 2k − 1 >1= 0 (4c)

gcd(2n+k, 2n − 1) = 1. (4d)
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gcd(2n+k,2n + 1):

< 2n+k >2n+1=< 2n · 2k >2n+1=

=< −2k >2n+1=< 2n + 1 − 2k >2n+1 ; (5a)

< 2n + 1 >2n+1−2k=< 2k >2n+1−2k ; (5b)

< 2n + 1 − 2k >2k=< 1 >2k ; (5c)

< 2k >1= 0 (5d)

gcd(2n+k, 2n − 1) = 1. (5e)

From these results it can be concluded that the new moduli

set extension is a valid RNS moduli set, since the pair 2n+1
and 2n − 1 from the traditional RNS moduli set is also co-

prime [8].

In order for a number to be uniquely represented in a

given RNS moduli set, the value to be converted (X) has to

be within the dynamic range of the moduli set used. With

the use of this new moduli set extension, a slight decrease

on the dynamic range occurs for the same number of total

bits (m). While the dynamic range (DR = [0, M − 1])
obtained through the product of the several channels for the

traditional moduli set ({m3, m2, m1} = {2n + 1, 2n, 2n −
1}) is:

M =

3∏
i=1

mi = (2n+1)×(2n)×(2n−1) = 23n−2n, (6)

the minimum dynamic range obtained by the new moduli

set extension ({2n + 1, 22n, 2n − 1}) is given by:

M ′ = (2n + 1) × (22n) × (2n − 1) = 24n − 22n, (7)

thus for the same identical dynamic range results the differ-

ence :

� = M − M ′ = 23n − 2n − 24n′
+ 22n′

= 23( m
3 ) − 2( m

3 ) − 24( m
4 ) + 22( m

4 )

= −2( m
3 ) + 2( m

2 ) > 0. (8)

Given that the channels of this new moduli set extension

are essentially the same as the ones in the traditional moduli

set, only differing in the length, all arithmetic units charac-

teristic to each channel can be reused, only requiring the

development of new conversion units.

2 Conversion

Since most (if not all) the values that need to be pro-

cessed are represented in binary (or equivalent), it is neces-

sary to convert them to an RNS representation, thus binary

to RNS conversion units and RNS to binary are demanded

in this type of systems. The proposed fast converters are

based on memoryless architectures [6, 8].

2.1 Binary to RNS Conversion

An integer X in the range [0, M − 1], represented in 2n-

ary notation as:

X =

4n−1∑
i=0

Xi2
i = N32

3n + N22
2n + N12

n + N0, (9)

where

N3 = {X3n+k−1 ··· X3n} for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, (10)

and

N3 = 0 for k = 0, (11)

can be uniquely represented in RNS by the set {x1, x2, x3}
for the moduli set {m1, m2, m3} where M = m1 × m2 ×
m3. Three converters are required in order to obtain the

RNS representation of the integer, one for each base ele-

ment.

2n+k Channel

The simplest one is the converter for the m2 channel. The

value x2 can be obtained by the remainder of the division of

X by 2n+k, which can by accomplished by truncating the

value X , since:

x2 = 〈X〉2n+k = Xn+k−1 ··· X0. (12)

2n−1 Channel

For the 2n − 1 and 2n + 1 channels the calculation of the

corresponding residues is more complex, since the final re-

sult of the conversion depends on the value of all the X bits.

Instead of using a division operation to calculate the 2n − 1
residue, which is a complex operation and expensive both in

terms of area and speed, this calculation can be performed

as a sequence of additions, as described below:

x1 = 〈X〉2n−1

=
〈
N32

3n + N22
2n + N12

n + N0

〉
2n−1

. (13)

By taking the equation:

< 2n >2n−1=< 1 >2n−1, (14)

equation (13) can be rewritten as:

x1 = < N3 + N2 + N1 + N0 >m1 . (15)

Thus the conversion of X to moduli 2n−1 can be performed

simply by adding modulo 2n − 1 the Ni components of X .
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2n+1 Channel

In an identical manner, the 2n + 1 residue can be calculated

as:

x3 = 〈X〉2n+1 (16)

=
〈
N32

3n + N22
2n + N12

n + N0

〉
2n+1

.

Since:

< 2n >2n+1=< −1 >2n+1, (17)

equation (16) can be simplified to:

x3 = < −N3 + N2 − N1 + N0 >m3 . (18)

In order to calculate equation (18), additions and subtrac-

tions are required. However this equation can be further

simplified in order to use only additions, since a subtraction

modulo 2n + 1 can be expressed by:

< −Ni >2n+1 = < (2n + 1) − Ni >2n+1

= < (2n − 1 − Ni) + 2 >2n+1

= < Ni + 2 >2n+1 . (19)

Thus equation (18) can be written as a series of modulo

2n + 1 (=m3) additions:

x3 = < N3 + 2 + N2 + N1 + 2 + N0 >2n+1

= < 2 + < 1 + N3+ < 1 + N2 + N1

+ N0 >m3>m3>m3 (20)

2.2 RNS to Binary Conversion

The RNS to binary conversion is performed based on the

Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) [8]:

X =

〈
3∑

i=1

m̂i

〈
xi

m̂i

〉
mi

〉
M

, (21)

where m̂i = M/mi and

〈
1

m̂i

〉
mi

is the multiplicative in-

verse of m̂i. Equation (21) can be written as [6]:

X + MA(X) =

3∑
i=1

m̂i

〈
1

m̂i

〉
mi

xi. (22)

For the proposed moduli set, it can be proved that the mul-

tiplicative inverse of m̂i (i = 1, 2, 3) is [9]:

〈
1

m̂1

〉
m1

= 2n−1 (23a)〈
1

m̂2

〉
m2

= 2n+k − 1 (23b)〈
1

m̂3

〉
m3

= 2n−1. (23c)

By replacing these values in equation (22):

X + MA(X) = 2n+k(2n − 1)(2n−1)x3

+ (22n − 1)(2n+k − 1)x2

+ 2n+k(2n + 1)(2n−1)x1 (24)

and dividing X by 2n+k, it is possible to obtain:

X = 2n+k

⌊
X

2n+k

⌋
+ x2, (25)

where:

⌊
X

2n+k

⌋
=

〈〈
(22n−1 + 2n−1)x1

〉
22n−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

− 2nx3 +
〈
(22n − 2)x2

〉
22n−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

B

+
〈
(22n−1 + 2n−1)x3

〉
22n−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

C

〉
22n−1

. (26)

Finally, with the simplification of each partial expression A,

B, C, −2nx3:

A = x1,0x1,n−1 . . . x1,1x1,0x1,n−1 . . . x1,1

B = x2,n+k−1 . . . x2,01 . . . 1

C = x3,xx3,n−1 . . . x3,1x3,xx3,n−1 . . . x3,1

−2nx3 = −r3 = x3,n−1 . . . x3,01 . . . 1x3,n (27)

the upper 2n+k bits of X can therefore be calculated with

two 3 − 2 compressors and one full adder modulo 22n − 1:⌊
X

2n+k

⌋
= 〈C + B + A + (−2nx3)〉22n−1 . (28)

Note that the mathematical complexity of this converter

is exactly the same as the converter for the traditional mod-

uli set [8, 10], differing only in the partial expression A.

3 Hardware Implementation

In this section, the equations obtained in the previous

section are used to design the hardware structures for the

conversion units.

3.1 Addition and Multiplication Units

As mentioned before, this new moduli set extension has

the characteristic of not requiring the development of new

multiplication and addition units, since the elements of this

moduli set are individually the same as the ones in the tra-

ditional moduli set {2n + 1, 2n, 2n − 1} [2, 4].
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3.2 Binary to RNS Converters

Since the conversion from binary to the modulo 2n+k

is accomplished simply by truncating the value of X , the

conversion unit for this channel is nothing more than a feed

through network for the first n + k bits of X .

The conversion for the 2n − 1 channel is performed with

the addition of 4 bit groups formed from the binary value

X , as represented in equation (15). However, in order to

perform these 4 additions one does not need to use 4 modulo

2n − 1 carry-propagate adders, which would be slow and

inefficient. It is possible to group the values to be added as:

x1 =<< N3+ < N2 + N1 + N0 >m1>m1>m1 (29)

with the first and second additions (< N2+N1+N0 >2n−1

and < N3+S1+C1 >2n−1, respectively), being performed

by a 3-2 compressor (CSA), without a significant increase

in the converters delay nor area. Nevertheless, the third and

last modulo 2n − 1 addition (< S2 + C2 >2n−1), requires

a full modulo 2n − 1 adder. The resulting architecture for

this conversion is depicted in figure 1.

+
2n-1

CSA
2n-1

N0

N1

N2

N3

x1

CSA
2n-1

Figure 1. Modulo (2n − 1) Binary to RNS con-
verter

For modulo 2n+1 one can use two different types of rep-

resentation: i) the standard representation, where the value

of the 2n+1 channel is represented directly as the remainder

of the division of X by 2n + 1; ii) an alternative represen-

tation, designated by diminished-1, in which the remainder

of the division is represented as x3 =< X − 1 >2n+1.

In this last representation, the obtained value is always

the correct value minus one. Although this representation

might seem more complicated and unnecessary, it allows

the design of more efficient modulo 2n + 1 multipliers and

adders [2, 11, 4].

Diminished-1 representation

As explained above, the diminished-1 representation uses

the modulo of X − 1 instead of X . Computing the value

x3 for this representation with an identical approach as in

equation (20), results in the expression:

x3 = < X − 1 >2n+1 (30)

= < N3 + 2 + N2 + N1 + 1 + N0 >2n+1 .

Like in the 2n − 1 modulo conversion, the additions can

be grouped and partially added by a 3-2 compressor. How-

ever, the fastest 2n+1 modulo compressor not only adds the

input values, but it also adds one extra unit [6], which hap-

pens to be useful in the addition of the extra constant values

in equation (31). Grouping the values and the constants in

an appropriate structure for the hardware implementation:

x3 = < 1+ < 1 + N3+ < 1 + N2 (31)

+N1 + N0 >2n+1>2n+1>2n+1

results in the hardware structure presented in figure 2.

+
2n+1

N0

N1

N2

x3CSA
2n+1

CSA
2n+1

N3

Figure 2. Modulo (2n+1) Binary to d-RNS con-
verter for the diminished-1 representation

With the diminished-1 representation, a very efficient

binary to diminished-1 RNS converter is proposed for the

{2n + 1, 2n+k, 2n − 1} moduli set. Only two CSA and one

full modulo 2n + 1 adder is required for the modulo 2n + 1
converter.

Standard representation

In the standard representation, the value x3 represents the

2n + 1 residue of the value X , instead of the value X − 1,

which in fact causes some difficulties in the implementation

of the conversion unit, due to the constant value that has to

be added (4 units in total).

Using the characteristic of the 2n + 1 modulo fast addi-

tion (that adds one extra unit per addition), the value x3 can

be computed as:

x3 = < 1+ < 1+ < 1 + N3+ < 1 + N2 (32)

+N1 + N0 >2n+1>2n+1>2n+1>2n+1 .

Note that the last CSA is only used to add one unit to S2 +
C2 + 0, resulting in a simplified 2-2 compressor.

The binary to modulo 2n + 1 converter is depicted in

figure 3, resulting in a converter very similar to the one de-

picted in figure 2, although a bit less efficient.
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+
2n+1

N0

N1

N2

x3CSA
2n+1

CSA
2n+1

N3

CSA
2n+1

0

Figure 3. Modulo (2n + 1) Binary to RNS con-
verter

3.3 RNS to Binary Converter

As observed in equation (28), the conversion from RNS

to binary using the new extended moduli set can be per-

formed by adding modulo 22n − 1 the four partial expres-

sions in equation (27), that were directly obtained from the

3 RNS channels. In order to optimize this conversion only

one full adder (modulo 22n − 1) is used in the final part of

the computation. The other additions are executed by two

modulo 22n − 1 CSA, as depicted in figure 4, resulting in a

very efficient RNS decoder with the exact same structure as

the RNS decoder for the traditional moduli set [8].

CSA
22n-1

CSA
22n-1

+
22n-1

2n

2n

2n

n+k

3n+k
C

B

A

-r3

x2

Figure 4. RNS decoder for the standard rep-
resentation

To decode a RNS value encoded with the diminished one

representation, the value from the 2n+1 channel (x3) has to

be incremented by one, which is the same as adding 22n−1−
2n−1 (see equation (26)). This extra value can be added

by an additional CSA, with the particularity that one of the

inputs is a constant value, thus, only a HA is added to the

critical path of the decoder (see figure 5).

4 Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed

moduli set extension, all the units – converters, adders

and multipliers – were compared, using efficient architec-

tures [2, 4] described in VHDL and implemented in the

CSA
22n-1

CSA
22n-1

+
22n-1

2n

2n

2n

n+k

3n+k
C

-r3

x2

CSA
22n-1B

A

2
2n-1

-2
n
-1

Figure 5. RNS decoder for the diminished rep-
resentation

0.25µm Standard Cell technology from UMC (1P5M). The

results presented are for k = n.

The delay and area-occupation values for the adders for

both moduli sets are presented in figure 6. The implementa-

tion of these adders was optimized for time. These graphics

confirm that the usage of the new moduli set extension al-

ways results in faster adders. However the gain is widely

dependent on the number of bits used. It is possible to ob-

tain an improvement up to 36% (for a dynamic range of

m=48 bits); while for m=32 bits the improvement is only of

1.6%. For common dynamic ranges (m=16, 64), the gain is

usually above 10%. With the new moduli set extension the

addition is performed faster without increasing the global

required circuit area (figure 6(b)).

The experimental results, depicted in figure 7, show a

significant improvement in the multiplication time, in rela-

tion to the traditional moduli set. The most relevant value

occurs for a dynamic range of m = 16 bits, improving the

multiplication time by 23%, with a reduction in the circuit

area of 37%. This reduction on the circuit area is local, and

mostly caused by the straightforwardness of the four bits

2n ± 1 moduli multiplies. With the increase of bits in the

dynamic range, the occupied area in the new moduli set ex-

tension increases. Nevertheless, the increase in the circuit

area is less than 10% for an average gain in the multipliers

acceleration above the 10%.

As expected, the Binary-to-RNS conversion unit for the

new moduli set extension is slower than the conversion unit

for the traditional moduli set (see figure 8(a)), some times

up to 20% slower (9% in average). Even so, the conver-

sion unit for the new moduli set is a relatively fast unit and

with approximately the same conversion time as the RNS

decoder. Moreover, this conversion is only performed once,

since the subsequent operations are additions and multipli-

cations.

On the other hand, the RNS decoder has an average im-

provement of about 10%, both in area (figure 9(b)) and

in the propagation delay (figure 8(b)). As previously ex-

plained, this is due to the fact that more LSBs of the result

belong to the 2n+k channel, being directly obtained from
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Figure 6. ASIC delay for addition.

the RNS value.

As depicted in figure 10, the RNS encoder, using the

diminished-1 representation, is more efficient in the new

moduli set, being in average faster than the RNS encoder

for the traditional moduli set, and without an area increase.

In fact, unlike the traditional moduli set, the RNS encoder

for the new moduli set is faster for the diminished one rep-

resentation than for the standard representation.

Since the 2n + 1 adder in the diminished-1 representa-

tion is simpler and faster, the gains in the new moduli set

extension are not as significant. From the graphic depicted

in figure 11, it is noticeable that the new moduli set, with

a k = n, is 4% slower (for m = 32) than the traditional

moduli set. However the value k does not have to be equal

to n, thus by using a value k equal to 2, both moduli sets

will have the same propagation delay. On average, the ad-

dition in the new moduli set extension is faster; neverthe-

less this speedup can be improved by varying the value k.

For example the addition in the new moduli set extension,

for a dynamic range of m = 44 bits, is 15% faster using

0
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Figure 7. ASIC delay for multiplication.

k = n = 11, while using k = 8 for the same dynamic

range (m = 44 with n = 12) the gain is 17% (2% better).

5 Conclusions

In this paper a new RNS moduli set extension {2n +
1, 2n+k, 2n − 1} is proposed. By increasing the number of

bits in the binary channel (2n+k) a better balance between

this channel and the 2n±1 channels is achieved, thus result-

ing in a faster and more adaptable moduli set (by varying the

k number of bits), with an identical circuit area. Regarding

other extensions, another advantage of this new moduli set

extension is that it uses the same arithmetic units (adders

and multipliers), thus allowing the improvements accom-

plished for the traditional moduli set to be directly used in

this new set.

From the experimental results, it can be concluded that

with this new moduli set it is possible to obtain a reduction

in the delay up to 36%, being in average above 10% for both

the addition and multiplication.
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